Selectivity in Transition Metal-catalyzed Cyclizations: Insights from Experiment and Theory.
Transition metal-catalyzed cycloisomerization reactions offer a powerful tool for the synthesis of complex cyclic organic molecules from acyclic precursors. In addition to ring formation, these processes can result in the generation of new stereocentres at the site of ring formation; understanding the origins of stereoselectivity enables the use of cycloisomerization chemistry in synthesis, and promotes the design of new reactions. In this article, some recent developments from our groups in regio- and stereoselective cycloisomerization reactions are discussed. Alongside experimental observations, crucial to developing a robust understanding of selectivity has been the use of computation to explore theoretical reaction pathways, which provides an exceptional level of insight into selectivity. In its most valuable form, this correlation between experiment and theory enables the design of improved catalyst systems exhibiting both enhanced reactivity, and selectivity.